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An investigation of the air flow at ,tha tail of a 
monoplane model was conducted in the NdCA ?- by IO-foot 
wind tunnel to determine the cause of- the change in ver- 
tical-tail effectiveness with a change in the vertical 
position of the wing on the fuselage and w'ith flap de- 

.flection. 

Surveys were made of the dynamic' pressure and the 
air-stream angularity in the region of the tail for the 
combination of a circular fuselage. with an NACA 23012 
wing having a 3:l taper ratio and's straight trailing 
edge. The surveys wsze made with-the wing in high and 
low positfona on the fuselage and-with a partial-span 
split flag deflected and neutral. Similar measurements 
were made for the wing alone and the fuselage alone. 
Force tests were also made of the complete model with the 
vertical tafl in place to determine the effect of wing 
position on the CharacteristicsJof the vertical tail at 
large angles of yaw. 

It was.found that the yawed wfng-fuselage combina- 
tion produced a side flow whfch increased 'the tail effec- 
.tivensss by fscreasing the rata-of change.of vertical- 
tail angle of-attack wfth a change. fn the'angle, of yaw 
.when the,,wing was:fn..the*low position-and'which tended to 
decrease the tall effe.c.ti.veness.lb~'decreasfng this rate 
of change Irhea the wing wasefn the high position. Flap 
deflection prodaced.a.sid.e.flbw that‘increased the rate' 
of change of t.he vertioalctail angle of attack with a 
change bn angle of yaw,re&ardA.'ess of wing position. The 
vertical tail of the.low-wing-combination gave indications 
of stall.&t..a smaL1e.r angle of yaw.than the vertical tail 
of the high-wing combination; : 
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INTRODUCTION 

The National Advisory .Committee for Aeronautics is 
undertaking an extensive investigation of the lateral- 
stability characterfstics of airplanes as affected by the 
geometrical arrangement of the component parts. The re- 
sults of a considerh.ble amount of both theoretical and 
experimental rese 

t 
rch have been published on the deter- 

mination of the 1 teral-stability characteristics of the 
component parts of, an airplane (referen.ces 1, 2, and 3) 
and on the ap lfcation 
tical design s 

of-these characteristics to prac- 
reference 4). The interference effects on 

the lateral-stability characteristics have been experi- 
mentally determined ,for certain types of models (refer- 
ences 5 and 6). 

The data obtained by these wind-tunnel studies in- 
dicate that it is not, possfbls to add up the lateral- 
stability characteristics of the component parta of the c 
airplane to obtain the lateral-stabtlity characteristics 
of the complete airplane. The aerodynamic interference -- 
produces forces and momenta of an appreciable magnitude, c 
which may exceed the sum of those of the individual 
parts. One of the most important of these interference 
effects is the change in the forces and the momenta con- 
tributed by the vertfcal tail with the vertical wing po- 
sition and with the flap deflection. $or example, it was 
found that the same vertical tail was about twice as ef- 
fective.when the wing was in a low position as it was 
when the wing was in a high position, 

The present report describes results obtained from 
wind-tunnel tests to determine the cause of the change 
in stability contributed by the vertical tail with a geo- 
metric arrangement of the model. Analysis of the results 
of reference 6 ind.icates that the chanqe.in the contribu- 
tion of the.vertlcal tail with vertical wing position and 
with flap deflection was probably caused by changes in 
the dynamic pressure at the tafl and In the angle of at- 
tack of the tail. Surveys were therefore made of the 
dynamic pressure and the air-stream angularity in the 
region of the vertical tail for the -combination of-the 
circular fuselage and the straight trailing-edge wing of 
reference 6. Because it was thought that the interference 
may influence the stalling characterfstics of the vertical- 
tail surfaces, force tests were also conducted through a 
large range of angles of y&w. 
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KOD@L ,AXD APPARATUS 
. 

1 . 

. 

The model tested is a combfnation of the circular 
fuselage and the straight trailing-edge wing used in the 
tests of reference 6; (See S,ig. 1.) The wing, which is 
fully described in reference-3, has an BACA 23012 pro- 
file, is tapered 3:1, has its maximum upper-surface or- 
dinates in oneplane, and is not twisted. The dihedral 
angle of the plane of the secti& chard lfnes exclusive 
of the tip portion,is 1.450. The w2ng area fs 4.101 
square feet and the aspect ratfo is 6.097. The angle of 
sweepback, measured to the line- of sectlon quarter-chord 
points, is 14O. It was set at-O0 fnciFence to the fuse- 
lage center line.. . 

The vertical tail is of HACA OOQ9 section and has an 
area of.53.7 square inches, whfch.includes the part of 
the fuselage shown fn ffgure 1. -The aspect ratio of the 
tail, based on thfs aree:and a-tail span measured from 
the fuselage center line, is 2.2. 

The 20-percent-chord s>lit,flep, made of..l/i6-inch 
steel plate, was attached to ,the wing at an angle of 6Q" 
and extended over 60 percent.of the span at the center 
section. For the high-wing position the center section 
of the flap was cut away to allow for the fuselage and- 
the gap between,the fuselage and the.flap was sealed. 

The tests were made in the NACA 7- by lo-foot wind 
tunnel with the regular six-component.balance. The 
closed-throat tun,nel is described in reference 7 and the 
balance is described in reference 8. 

,. 
The dynamic pressure and the air-stream angularity 

were measured w5th.a bank of pitot-yaw tubes,.connected 
to a dtrect-reading multiple-tube manometer; The'bank of 
pitot-yaw tubes was so mounted as.,to b,e easily moved over 
a considerable distance in any direction with respect to 
the model. 

. . 

TESTS . 

The tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 16.37 
pounda per square foot, which corresponds to a velocity 
of about 80 miles per hour under standard conditions. 
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The test Reynolds number was about 609,OOOjbased on a 
mean chord of 10 inches. Because of a turbulence factor 
of 1.6 for the tunnel, the effective Reynolds number was 
about 975,000. 

The surveys of dynamic pressure and air-stream angu- 
larity were made with the vertica1 tafl removed and with 
the model at an angle of attack of O" and angles of yaw 
of -5O, O", and 5O, The zero angle of attack.was consid- 
ered representative because the tail effectiveness did . 
not vary greatly with angle of attack. The model arrange- 
ments for which surve'ys were made included the fuselage 
and the wing separately and in combination na a high-wing 
and a low-wing monoplane, dll combinatj.ons involving the 
wing were tested with the flap deflected and neutral. 

The surveys were made in two-planes. One plane was 
vertical at an assumed rudder-hinge position 25.6 inches 
behind the assumed center of gravity of the model (plane 
B, f.ig. .l) ; the other plane was pa.rallel with and l/2 
inch behfnd the leading edge of ,the vertical tail (plane 
A, fig. 1). Both planes were fixed with respect to the 
tunnel bocouse the vertical tail of the model moved for- 
ward only a negligible amount-when yawed to 5'. Aorizon- 
tal elements of both planes were perpendicular to the air 
stream. Measurements were made over a distance of 6 inches 
on each side of the vertical center line of the tunnel in 
l/2-inch tncrements. Vertical positions of the survey 
planes are indicated in figure 1. 

Supplementary surveys of the air-stream angle were 
made at Oo angle of attack and loo, 15', 20°, and 2@ 
angles of yaw for the low-wing combination with the flap 
neutral and deflected .60°. These surveys were made on a 
cross-tunnel line 2.26 inches above the fuselage center 
line, and the pitot-yaw tubes were moved slightly forward . 
with increasing an’gle of yaw to keep them in line with the 
assumed rudder-hinge position. 

Foroe tests were also made ah angles of attack of O", 
5', loo, 32'. and 14' 
8' 

for flap neutral and at -5', O", 5', 
, and 10' for flap deflected 60'. At each angle of at- 

.'tack the model was yawed through a range of -loo to 50'. 
Both low-wing and high-wing combination6 with the vertical 
tail in place were tested in this manner. 

c 
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RESULTS AJJD DISCUSS'IO~N 

,... 
The data, with primes to indicate wind axes, are 

given in standard nondimensional,coefficient form. The 
coefficients for the fuselage are based on the dimensions 
of the wing. 

cY ’ 
'nr 

where 

Yl 

N' 

S 

b 

9 

and 

A 

Qt 
1 

a 

9' 

0 

lateral-force coefficient '(Yr/qS) 

yawing-moment coefficient (El*/qSb) 

lateral force 

yawing moment 

wing area 

wing span 

free-stream dynamic pressure (l/2 pw 

aspect ratio 

dynamic pressure in region of tail 

tail length 

angle.of attack, degrees 

angle of yaw, degrees . 

sidewash angLe,',degrees, measured from wind 
axis (posit'itie when it tends to decrease 
the angle of attack of vertical tail) % 

. ._, .-F- '. 
partial'derivative of Cnf . ..:.. . with respect to $) 

partial*jdertvative of 1;p.I with respect to &I . . .;; -,\' : 
. _ ,... ,,, _. <: .: -. ._ 

slope of verticalAtall:lift curve'with respect 
to aigle oP:at%ack-'. . 

The subscript t refers-to thi4 tail. 
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The forces and the moments are given with respect to 
the wind axes that intersect at the center-of-gravity 
location shown in figure 1, 

Precision.- The measurements taken are believed to be 
within the following limits of accuracy: 

a ,.............. fO.1° 

$o,.........*.... f0.2O 

(-J ,..........i... Al/40 

Cy'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~0.001 

C,'. . . . . , . . . . . . , . . ~0.0002 

qt/q : . . . . , . . . . . . . . f2 percent 

Force-test data.- Force-test data of the model and 
its component parts are presented in reference 6, and the 
results for a = 0 are summarized in table I. From the 
data of table I the contributions of the vertical tail for 
the several model arrangements have been computed by de- 
ducting the values of Cnt, for the model 

w 
and Cyr 

Q 
without the vertical tail from the values for the model 
with the vertical tail, These vertical-tail contributions 
are given in table II. 

The data of table II show that the directional sta- 
bility C,' 

@t 
contributed by the vertical tail in the 

presence of the high wing with flap neutral is 35 percent 
leas than that contributed by the tail with the wing ab- 
sent. With the flap deflected 60°, the stability due to 
the vertical tail of the high-wing combination is 19 per- 
cent less than that of the tail with the wing absent. 
When the wing is in the low position with 6f = 0' and 
60°, the directional stability contributed,by the vertical 
tail is 35 and 56 percent, respectively, greater than that 
contributed by the tail with the wing absent. It may also 
be noted that, with the wing in either the high or the low 
position, the deflection of the flap increases the stabil- 
ity contributed by the vertical tail in the presence of 
the combination, the increases being about 25 percent for 
the high position and 15 percent for the low position, 

The rate of change with the angle of yaw of lateral 
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b 

force contributed by the vertical tail Cy' is also 
Qt 

affected by the wing position and the flap deflection. 
With the wing in the high position, Cy' is decreased 

41 percent and 33 percent .when 6f = O" 
*it 

and 60°, re- 
spectively, as compared with' C I 

=*t 
with the wing absent. 

The low-wing combination increases cY Ii Vt 
. by about 20 

percent when 6f = 0' and 44 percent bihen ef = 60°. As 
in the case of the directional stability, the lateral 
force .Cy' 

$t 
is increased by flap deflection regardless 

:. .- 
of wing position, the increase being about 15 percent for 
the high-wing combination and 20 percent .for the low-wing 
combinatdon. . 

. . 
The yawing moment produced by the vertical tail is 

generally assumed to be the force of the tail applied at 
some distance from the center of gravity of the model. 
Expressed in coefficient form, this moment may be written 

Cy' i 
C! e-. Jlt 

n $.t .,a !,; " b 
(1) 

., 
where f is the!length of tail from the center of gravity 
of the model to the center of pressure of the tail. 

It will be noted from table II that the percentage 
change in C ' does not correspond to the percentage 

nQt. .', 
change in GY '9 as required.by,e'huation (11, but the 

t 
values do co-rrespond as closely as could be expected con- 
sidering the experiment-al error and the possibility of a 
small shift in the aenter of pressure of the tail. 

. . :..A-* 
The lateral force,oontributed by the vertical tail 

may be written 

at 4t St = Cy' 
Q/t 

$1 qs (2) 
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. 
dCL 

( > 
at qt St --B 

. . ,a:.. b datvq s ..: 
(3). 

. . ,.,_. . 
The terms St, S, \Irl, and q were the same for all tests. 
The-term (dcL/da) t, which is the'slope of .the tail lift 
uurve, should be 'the same for all cases because it is a 
function mainly qf tail section and effective tail aspect 
ratio. Inasmuch as the data of table II indicate that 
CY1 varies considerably with the wing poeition and the 

\trt -* . . 
flap deflection, it 'is logfcal to.oonclude that the only 
re,ma,%nfng~ quantities, at must vary with dif- 
ferent model conditions, 

and qt,.\ 

,. 
Dyna mio pressure in the renkon of the tail.- The pos- 

sibility of a change in dynamic pressure in.the region of 
the tail with a variation in the wing position was first 
investigated. The results are,,presented in the form of 
contours of equal dynamic-pressure ratio. qt.9 super im- 
posed on a rear view of the mod.el and are shown in figures 
2 to 4. The values of B Is 

b. 
shown are averages of meas- 

urements made for (11 = & 

The fuselage alone reduced the dynamio pressure in 
the region of the tail. (See fig. 2(a).) The greatest 
reduction was confined to a region near the surface of 
the: fuselage and was probably caused by the thickening of 
the boundary layer toward the rear. An average dynamic 
pressure, weighted according to local chords, w&a taken 
on the tail ve,rtical center line. St was found that the 
dynamio pressure was 8.9 percent below the free-stream 
dynamic pressure. The wake of the wing ialone with the 
fl'ap undef.le.otsd also reduced the .dynamic pressure in the 
region of the tail (fig. 2(b)). When the wing was in the 
position it, would occupy as a.hlgh wing, its wake struck 
the tail near the fuselage-tail juncture., Wfth the low- 
wing p,osition, however, the entire tail was outside the 
wake and the dynamic pressure at the tail probably was 
unaffect.ed by the wing wake. Contours for the wing alona 
with flaps deflected 60° are not shown but, because the 
flap deflection lowered the wing wake, the tail dynamic 
pressure should be less affeoted by the wing alone with 
t.he flap deflected r-than with the flap neutral. 

The effect of the combination of the fuselage and the 
wing in the high position on the tail dynamic 

s 
ressure fa 

shown in figure 3. With the flap undeflected fig. 3(a)), 
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the additive effect of'the fuselage boundary iayer and 
the wing wake is reflected in the low values of the 
dynamic-pressure ratio in the region that would be occu- 
pied by the base of the vertical tail. Nevertheless, 
the larg'er portion.of the tail area was outside this 
region of greatly red.uced 9 /q- 

x 
The weighted average 

dynamic pressure was compute to be 32.8 percent below 
free-stream-dynamic pressure. 
flected 60' 

When the flaps were de- 
(fig. 3(b)), the wake was lowered and the 

tail dynamic pressure was only 4.5 percent below free- 
stream dynamic pressure. These peroentages, of course, 
would be somewhat different for a vertical tail of a dif- 
ferent shape and height. 

The effect of the combination of the fuselage and 
the wing in the low position on the tail dynamic pressure 
is shown in figure 4. With the flaps undeflected,there 
was a slight reduction of dynamic pressure, practically 
the same as for the fuselage alone. The weighted average 
shows this reduction to be 8.5 percent below free-stream 
dynamic pressure. With flaps deflected 60°, the tail 
dynamic pressure was about 2 percent beyond free-stream 
dynamic pressure. 

From the foregoing discussion it will be seen that 
the change in the dynamic pressure at the tail with a 
change in the wing posf'tion can account for only a small 
portion of ,t.he change: in the tail effectiveness with the 
wing position. Ive'n when the wing condition has a.maxi- 
mum effect on' qt/q (high wing 6f = O"), the dynamic 
pressure at the tail was reduced only about 12.8 percent. 
The inadequacy of the change in the tail dynamic pressure 
as an explanation of the change in tail effectiveness is 
even more marked in the case of the low-wing combination 
for which the tail lift was increased by about 20 percent 
while the tail dynamic pressure was reduced slightly. 
Thus, because all the other terms of equation (3) have 
been accounted for, it appears that the change in tail 
effectiveness.with wing position must be largely caused 
by a change in the angle of attack'of the tail with the 
wing position. 

Sidewash angle.at the tail.- The discussion in the 
previous sections has indicated that the change in the 
tail effectiveness is primarily caused by a change in the 
angle of attack of the tail. If this assumption is true, ' 
when the model is set at a given angle'of yaw *I * the 
angle of attack of the tail is not *I, but qt - D', 
where (r is an increment of the angle, and the magnitude 
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and the direction of cs depend on the wing position and 
the flap deflection. By analogy with the downwash arrgle 
of the horizontal tail, this increment may be termed the 
"sidewashfl angle. The existence of such a sidewash an- 
gle, which has been suggested in references6 and 9, is 
definitely established by surveys in the region of the 
tail; the results of these surveys are presented in fig- 
ures 5 to 12. The probable causes, of sidewash will be 
discussed in a later section. + 

Prom the foregoing definition of sidewash angle, 
the angle of attack of the vertical tail can be expressed 
as the difference between the angle of yaw of the model 
and the average aidewash angle 

at =$Jtr'-o- (4) 

If this value of 
"h 

is substituted in equation (3) 
and the expression solve for a-, an equation results 
that will give average sidey.ash anglea' 

The aspeat ratio- of the vertical tail used in these 
tests is 2.2. For this aspect ratio the slope of the lift 
curve for the isolated vertical tail is 0.046 (fig. 3, 
reference 9). Yhen this value together with the wing and 
the tail areas is inserted, equation (5) becomes 

(61 

Thus for @I =I 5', the angle of yaw at which the 
surveys were made, the sidewash angles were computed and 
are presented in table I.11 together with weighted averages 
of measured:?idewash angles for comparison. 

The computed values of 0 are, of course, not exaot. 
They depend on the slope of the lift-curve of the isolated 
vertical tail, which, in turn, depends on the effective 
aspect ratio.. The aspect ratio ,of the t-ail in the present 
,case, as has been previously indicated, is based on a 
rather arbitrary area and span. If, for example, the ex- 
posed area of the t-ail (45 sq in.) and the span at the 
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assumed rudder-hinge line are used in-computing the aspect 
ratio, there are obtained.sidewash angles that are in 
closer agreement with the measured values. These values 

..are shown.in the last column of table, III. In any case, 
the values in table III indicate the direction and the or- 
der of magnitude of the sidewash angles to be expected. 

Contours of equal measured sidewash angles in the 
region'of the tail for the.various model conditions and 
for angle? of yaw of 0' and 5O are shown in figures 5 to 
12. The results for @ = 5O are averages of measurements 
made at ifg = f50 for each model condition. This proce- 
dure, in effect, removes any asymmetry that might have 
been present at zero yaw. The values for $ = 5O are 
therefore not strictly oomparable with those for $ = O"; 
the values for 9 = O" have been included only because 
they indicate the configuration or the pattern of'the 
sidewash angles for the yaw condition of Co. (The arrows 
on the figures indicate the direc,tion of the side flow 
for positive and negative angles of. sidewash.) 

At zero angle of yaw (figs, 5 to 81, negative and 
positive angles of sidewash were, in general, distributed 
symmetrically with respect to the center lfnr'of the tail 
so that the average angle of sidswash was 00, as would be 
expected. 
600 

The high-wing combination with af = Oo or 
appears to give a negative value of sidewash in plane 

B (figs. 5(b) and 6.(b)). This negative value of .D 
might have been caused bye some asymmetry in the model but, 
in any case, the value 'is only about, 1/4O, which is wi.thin 
the experimental accuracy of the measurements. 

For an angle of yaw of 5O, the high-wing combination 
with 

3 
= O" or 60° (figs. 9 and 10) showed CT to be 

about 0 at the tail surface. If the entire region of 
the tail is considered, however, it appears that positive 
sidewash angles predominated. It may be reasonably stated, 
then, that the high-wing combinati.o,n.with the flap either 
neutral or deflected produced average sidewash angles 
positive in direction but small in magnitude - probably 
not more than 1/4O. There appears to be very little dif- 
ference in the sidewaoh o.n the tail center line between 
tif = 00 and 6f = 60° for the high-wing'combination. 

'The maximum value of u on the tail 'center line was about 
lo in each case. 

, _, 
Hith the low-wfng zzombination yawed 5' and with flaps 

neutral, a considerable amount of negative sidewash was 
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produced (figi 11). The maximum value of (r on the tail 
center line was about -71/e" and the average value of c 
weighted acoording to local tail chord for this condition 
was about -3.20.. When the flaps were deflected (fig. 121, 
the maximum value of 0 on the tall center line became 
as great as -100 while the weighted average value of (3 
was about ;4i30. 

If the difference in sign of the sidewash angles in- 
duced by the high-wing and the low-wing combinationa fs 
considered, it would appear probable that the vertical 
tail will tend to stall sooner on a low-wing oombination 
that on a high-wing combination because, at a given angle 
of yaw, the tail on the low-wing combination will be at a 
higher angle of attack than the tail on the high-wing com- 
bination. 

It is of interest to note the conaentration of large 
negative aidewash angles close to the top of the fuselage 
for the low-wing combination. Presumably, there is a 
similar concentratfon on the bottom of the fuselage for 
the high-wing condition. The indications are that, when 
a dorsal fin is used, it should be most effective on the 
top of the fuselage for a low-wing airplane and on the 
bottom of the fuselage for a hfgh-wing airplane. 

Dff0c.t of comuonent parts o sfdewash angles at the 
the tail.- The exfstence of flownangularity indicates the 
presence of a lateral flow that must be caused by the vor- 
tex field of the model. Such a field consists, in part, 
of vortices associated with 

(a) Basic span-load.distribution on wing 

(b) Unsymmetri cal span-load dfstributioa on wing pro- 
duced by yawed wing 

(cl Flap deflection 

(d) Development of lateral force on fuselage 

(0) Wing-fuselage interferenoe 

Qualitative discussions of these effects appear in refer- 
ences 6 and 9,but the data presented in the present report 
may permit a more quantitative evaluation of their relative 
importance in producfng sidewash. 
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The sidewash angles produced by the yawed wing alone 
with flap undeflecfed are not shown becauss the values 
obtained are negligible if the limits of'accuracy of the 
measurements are considered. This fact would indicate 
that the sidewash caused by the.vortices arising from (a) 
and (b) may be neglected. It must be remembered, however, 
that all the present surveys were made at an angle of 
attack of O" and an effective dihedral angle of about 2'. 
The lift, and the rolling moment for these angles are very 
small,.and, consequently, 
by (a> and (b) is*small, 

the 8tTength of vortices caused 
The sidewash produced by these 

vortices may be appreciable at high angle5 of attack. 

The sidewash angles caused by the wing with the flap 
deflected 60° are shown in figure 13 for* 9' = O" and in 
figure 14 for $J' = 50. 
from vortices (a) and 

Because the sidewash resulting 
(b) was negligible, the sidewash 

shown in these figures was produced almost entirely by 
flap deflection (vortices (c)). For the yawed condition, 
the flaps contributed a small amount of negative sidewash, 
probably about -0.20. This value is about the same whether 
the,wing is considered as a high-wing or a,low-wing.mona- 
plane. The presence of the fuselage apparently'had some 
effect on the sidewash produced by the flaps because, in 
the case ,of the high-wing combination (figs. 9 and lo>, 
the flaps gave practically no sidewash; whereas, in'the 
case of the low-wing combination (figs. 11 and 12)'. the 
flaps, gave about lo of negative sidewash. The sidewash 
produced by the flaps may be expected to increase somewhat 
with the,angle of attack. 

The sidewash produced by the fuselage alone is shown 
in figure 15 for '1 = Oo and in figure- 16 for @I = So. 
The weigbked averaze sidewash angle produced by the fuse- 
lage was about w.l.8" for an‘angle of yaw of 50. 

c 

The difference between the sum of the sidewash angles 
caused by the wing alone ati'd the fuselage alone and that 

-of tha,wing-fuselage combination might have been caused 
by the vor*ices arising from 'fnterferehce,bettseo the wing 
and the fuselage. In the case of the low-wing combination 
this difference is -1.4O for Bf = 00 and 
60°. 

-2.3' for af = 
In the case of the hi,gh-wing combination' the values 

of this difference are 2.0° for 6f = 00 and 2.2O for 
6f = 60°. Theoretical computations of the side'wash angle, 
in conjunction with pressure-distribution'tests, are 
planned. * . . : . . . . .: f . 

The foregoing-analysis indicates that most of the 
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sidewash is probably caused .by.,the .,rorti-ces associated 
with lateral force onthe fuselage-aqd..by the vortices 
originating from, the-wing-fus.elage interference. 

. ..:' 
Iffect of wing position on ver.tical-tail effectiveness 

at h-igh an,gles of yaw.- The effect of .,the wing p.o.s;ition 
on the stability of the model at high angles .of yaw is 
indicated in figures 17 to 20,; which give the yawing mo- 
ment and the lateral-f.orce coefficients of the low-wing 
and the high-wing combinations,wfth .6f = O" and 600 
for an angle-of-yaw range from -loo to 50°. 

The yawing-moment and the lateral-force curves for 
the low-wing combiqation with flap either neutral or de- 
flected (figs. 17 and 18) become flat and fall off at 
high angles of yaw, an indication that the vertical tail 
had probably stalled. The curves for the high-wing com- 
bination wit4 flap either neutral or deflected (figs. 19 
and 20) show no marked tendency toward falling off. It 
is believed that these curves Justify the observation made 
previously that the vertical tail--on the low-wing combina- 
tion would tend to stall at a lower angle of yaw than the 
tail on the high-wing combination. 

The reason for the increase with angle of attack in 
the slopes of the yawing-moment curves for the high-wing 
combination (figs.. 19 and 20) is not at present clear. 
Apparently, it wasnot caused by changes in sidewash or 
velocity at the tail with angle of attack because such 
changes would have been reflected in increased slopes of 
the lateral-force curves. The slopes of the curves of 
lateral force, however, do not increase. It may be noted 
that, if the center of pressure moves back as the angle 
of attack increases, the slopes of the yawing-moment curve8 
will increase without a corresponding increase 'in the 
slopes of the lateral-force curves. 

181, 
In the case of the low-wing-combination (figs. 17 and 
the slopes cf.the later-al-force curve.s d-e-crease with 

angle of attack but ,the s.lopea qf,the yawing-moment curves 
show no corresponding var.iat-ion-.. -Such results would be 
obtained if the aidewash. deqrsate.d .with.angEe of attack 
while the center of, pre.ss.urgi,:mov,ed r,earw.ard. ~ 

', :. . . . 
'niith the flap undeflected, the ,low-wing combination 

(fig. 17) shows breaks,.ih.the. yawing-moment and the lateral- 
force curves at I1 = 25O for angles of attack of O" and 
60. The curves f:r the high-wing combination (fig. 191 

. 
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show no definite breaks in the yaw range investigated. 
With 600 flap deflection the yawing-moment curves for the 
low-wing combination at a = -50 and 00 shows a definite 
change in slope at d/' = 15O. (ffg. 18). The high-wing 
combination with this flap deflection (fig. 20) shows no 
definite breaks in the curves. These breaks in the curves 
are probably caused by change in sidewash angle with 
change in angle of yaw. 

The effect of yaw on the sidswosh angles produced by 
the.low-wing combination at or = O" on a line through the 
assum.ed rudder hinge 2.26 inches above the fuselage cenBer 
line is shown in figure 21. .With the flap undeflected, 
the aidewash angle at the intersection of the survey 'plane 
with the tail center line increases with yaw up to an 
angle of yaw of 20°. With further increase in yaw, the 
sidewash angle at this point decreases. Vnder such con- 
ditions, the actual angle of attack of the tail at *I' = 
300 may be less than at q1 = 25O. and a break fn the 
yawing moment and lateral-force curves such as is shown 
in figure 17 for a = O" and Q1 = 30° should occur. 
Wdth the flap deflected to 60°, the sidewash angle at the 
intersection.of the survey plane and the.tail center line 
increases with yaw:up to an angle.of yaw of 15O, beyond 
which point it remains constant. Thus the angle of at- 
tack of the tail rises rapidly with yaw to 3/' = 15O; 
further increase fn yaw increases the angle of the tail 
more slowly because the sidewash angle remains constant. 
The indications are t.hat a change in the slope of the 
yawing moment and the lateral-force curve should occur 
at an angle of yaw of about X0. Such a change in slope 
of the curves for this model conditfon at a= 00 is 
shown on figure 18, 

The data preeented in figure 21 suggest a further 
explanation for the increase in effectiveness of a single 
vertical ,tail over that of a twin tail of the same area 
and aspect ratio on a low-wing monoplane if they are 
otherwise aerodynamically equivalent. It may be seen that 
large angles of negative sidewash are concentrated near 
the fuselage in the region which would be occupied by 
the single tail. In the region which would be occupied 
by the twin tail the sfdewash is small or positive. Thus, 
at a given angle of yaw the single tail would be at a 
higher angle of attaok than the twin tail and therefore 
would be more effectfve, 
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CONCLUDING BXMARKS 

The present report furnishes experimental data on 
sidewash- angles at the tail. The change in tail effective- 
ness with wing position was caused largely by the change 
in the angle of attack of the tafl resulting from a side- 
wash produced by the wingifusela$e combination. This 
sidewash was strongly negative for. the low-wing combina- 
tion and weakly positive for the high-wing combination. 
The wing alone at small angles of attack, with flaps either 
deflected or undeflected, produced only’ a small amount of 
aidewash. The defle.ction of the flaps caused slightly 
negative si.dewash, whether the wing was in the high or the 
low posftion, and therefore improved the tail effe.ctfve- 
ness. The fuselage itself also produced negative side- 
wash and should therefore have a.b'enefiofal effect on the 
stability contributed by the vertical tail. Much of the 
sfdewash was produced by the interference between. the 
wing and the fuselage. This ,interference may be caused 
by the change in the wfng lift distribution resulting 
frop the difference in pressure between the Side8 of the 
yawed fuse,lage.. .Because of the difference in sidewash, 
it is prob.able that the tail on a low-wing model will 
stall at a-smaller angle of yaw than the tail on a high- 
wing model. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory.Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Yield,, Pa;, January 30, 1941. 
.'* 

-, ':,. . . ..r .L ..' ,: . 

. ...‘. , 
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TABLE I 

STABILITY CIURACTERISTICS OF MODEL ABD COMPOYEHT PARTS 

[Circular fuselage and tapered wing with straight trail- 
ing edge: a. = 00; data from references 3 and S] 

Model arrangement 

High wing alone 

Low wing alone 

Fuselage alone 

Fuselage and 
vertical tail 

High-wing combination 

Low-wing combination 

Vertical 
tail 

---- 
-0-0 

Off 

On 

Clff 
-do- 

On 
-do- 

f Off 

I -do- 
On 

L -do- 

I Flap 
Leflec- 
tion, 

6f 
(deg) 

0 
60 

-0.00010 
-.00022 

0 -.00005 
60 -.00025 

0001 
-:0020 

---- .00058 .0009 

---- -.00094 ;0055 

0 iOOO48 .0021 
60 .00032 .0006 

0 -.00050 .0048 
60 -. 00091 .0037 

0 .00041 .0021 
60 -.00035 .0027 

0 -.00165 ~0076 
60 -.00272 .0093 

c ’ n ?; 
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TABLE II 

STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VERTICAL TAIL 

IN THE PRESENCE OF VARIOUS MODEL ARRANGEMENTS 

[Computed from data of table I; a = 0'1 

Model arrangement 6f 
(deg) 

Fuselage -0-0 

High-wing combination 1. 0 
k. 60 

Low-wing combinatfon 1 0 
t Go 

19 

-0.00152 0.0046 

-.00098 .0027 
-.00123 .0031 

-.00206 .0055 
-.00237 .0066 t 

. 



TABLE III 

CQbCWRISONOFMEASWEDBElDGO- SIlEXASHANGLESATTBET4IL 

Model Rrrarlgement 

Fuse&e 

High-wing comDination 

Low-wing combimtion 

6f 
(dw) 

I 0 
60 

0 ( 60 

5; Yeam.red Computed 
t (de) At=a.2 

St-53.7 0q in. 
(d%) 

0.0046 -1.8 -1.0 

.m7 .2 1.3 

.0031 .B 1.1 

.OOEti -3.2 -2.2. 

.0066 -4.3 -2.7 

Computed 
At=2.25 

St= 45 sq In. 
(deg) 

-2.1 I 
.6 
.4 

-3.6 
-4.1 

ru 
0 
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Figws 18.- Yawing-moment and lateral-foroe 
ooeffioients for low-wing combination 

with tail. 6 f = 60°. 
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Figure 20.- Yawing-moment and lateral-foroe 
aoeffioiente for high-wing 

aombination. 6f = 60’. 
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